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The Bosnian organisation Centar za Kulturu Dijaloga (CCD) organised local competitions and trainings on the justice

system and youth violence in four different cities in November 2013. The trainings and comeptition reached out to

established debate schools and new schools and had a total of 212 high school and university students participating. 

Each event lasted for one day and had the following structure: a workshop by experienced CCD trainers on how to

do research for debates and how to develop strong argumentation, followed by two preliminary rounds on the same

motion where everyone spoke on proposition and opposition once. The preliminary round motion was: “In some

cases minors should be tried as adults in accordance with EU regulations.” The best four teams then progressed to

the semifinals, and the best two to the finals in the KP tournament. The semi motion was: “Parents of juvenile

offenders should be held accountable for their children’s offenses in EU,” and the final motion was: “More children

with bad conduct should be included in extracurricular activities in school than those with exemplary conduct as a

practice of „services“ in EU countries.”

The rounds started on the 9th of November in Banja Luka, where ten teams competed and the tournament was won

by the Gimnazija Banja Luka. Check the links for pictures and video reports. Participants indicated that they found the

topics highly important for their everyday lives and for Bosnia’s accession to the EU. On the very next day, a

tournament was held in Tuzla with thirteen participating teams. Pictures and video reports are available of the day.

The participants reported that they enjoyed the regional character of the tournament, which helped them develop

new and strengthen old ties across the region. The Behram-begova medresa Tuzla won the tournament. Sarajevo

hosted the next regional event on the 16th of November, of which pictures and video reports are available. The

tournament with fifteen teams was won by the KŠC Srednja medicinska Škola Sarajevo and valued by the

participants for the opportunity to strengthen regional ties and debate with people from different communities on

important topics. Lastly, on the 17th of November, seven teams competed in the Mostar tournament that was won by

the Srednja Elektrotehnička škola Mostar. The tournament in Mostar, of which pictures and videos are available, was

special because it featured many schools that had not held debates before. Debate moved beyond its traditional base

in gymnasiums and many vocational schools participated and won.

CCD's regional debates addressed an important topic in Bosnia and Herzegovina and allowed young people to

discuss the issue of youth in the legal system from different angles. The debate events were organised as part of the

project idebateEU. This is a cooperation project of IDEA Amsterdam, IDEA London and ten IDEA members from all

across Europe. The project aims to improve cooperation between IDEA and its members and between members,

sharing debate methodologies and organisational knowledge in the framework of common activities on European

topics. The project is made possible with support of the Europe for Citizens Programme of the European

Commission.
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